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Abstract  
 
If we are going to estimate the degree of resemblance of two concepts, then, first of all, 
concepts should be represented in forms which can be compared. Any concept can be 
represented as a set of statements describing its characteristic features. Set of statements 
describing a certain concept can be formed by answering a questionnaire; in each comparison 
a local questionnaire can be used. And now if we want to compare a pair of concepts we 
should find intersection of corresponding sets of statements, i.e.: to find congruent answer, 
and then take the ratio of number of statements belonging to the intersection to the total 
number of standard statements, the received fraction is the degree of resemblance of 
compared concepts.  
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1. General scheme of the method  
 
If we are going to estimate degree of resemblance of two concepts, then, first of all, compared 
concepts should be represented in forms which can be compared. Any concept can be 
represented as a set of statements describing its characteristic features. Set of statements 
describing a certain concept can be formed by answering a questionnaire. And thus, it is 
possible to say that the set of statements describing a concept is an ‘imprint’ on a universal set 
of statements (see fig. 1).  
 
There are, for instance, concepts x, y, and z.   
And there is the following questionnaire:  
 
is it a?  
is it b?  
is it c?  
is it d?  
is it e? 
 
Each question can be answered only “yes” or “no”. 
 
And, thus, x, y and z can be represented as the following set of statements: 
 
x is a 
x is b 
x is c 
x is d 
x is e 
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y is a 
y is b 
y is c 
y isn’t d 
y isn’t e 
 
z is a 
z is b 
z isn’t c 
z isn’t d 
z isn’t e 
 
 

 
 
Fig. 1. Diagram representing a universal set of statements – U, and concepts x, y, and z 
 
Now, if we want to compare a pair of concepts we should find intersection of corresponding 
sets of statements, i.e.: to find congruent answers. For instance, in the case of x and y 
intersection is the following: x is a ~ y is a, x is b ~ y is b, x is c ~ y is c, and then find the ratio of 
number of statements belonging to the intersection to the total number of standard 
statements. Thus, in the case of x and y the degree of resemblance is the following 3/5 = 0.6.  
 
In the case of x and z there are two congruent statements: x is a ~ z is a, x is b ~ z is b, and thus,   
the degree of resemblance is the following: 2/5 = 0.4.  
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In the case of y and z there are four congruent statements: y is a ~ z is a, y is b ~ z is b, y isn’t d 
~ z isn’t d, y isn’t e ~ z isn’t e, and thus, the degree of resemblance is the following: 4/5 = 0.8  
 
2. Applying the method to the concepts of: god, kami, and kamuy 
 
Now let’s try to apply the method to some concepts belonging to the religious sphere. Let’s 
compare such concepts as god of Christianity, kami of Shintō and kamuy of Ainu religion.   
The concepts of kami and kamuy often are translated as “deity” or “god” that isn’t correct 
(Nonno 2015: 25). The concepts of kamuy and kami are closely related, the concept of kami 
has originated from the concept of kamuy. The concept of kamuy and kami both can be 
interpreted as “a supernatural being that has much vital energy and can share it with other 
beings” (for more details see Nonno 2015: 31 – 34)  
 
 In this case the following questionnaire can be offered: 
 

1) Can the described items be considered as being? 
2) Are there many such beings? 
3) Is this being eternal? 
4) Is this being omnipotent? 
5) Is this being omniscient? 
6) Is this being omnipresent? 
7) Can people relatively easily meet this being, i.e.: is it possible to meet this being just like 

another person? 
8) Can people visit the location where this being usually stays? 
9) Can people be in a relationship with this being? 
10) Can a person become this being? 

 
I am to note that this questionnaire is to a certain extent an approximation, and if there is a 
need a more detailed questionnaire can be used.  
 
God of Christianity can be described by the following statements: 
 

1) God can be described as a supernatural being. 
2) According to Christianity there is only one god. 
3) God is eternal. 
4) God is omnipotent. 
5) God is omniscient. 
6) God is omnipresent. 
7) It’s not easy to meet god like another person. 
8) People can’t visit the location of god easily1. 
9) People can’t be in a relationship with god. 
10) No human can become god of Christianity. 

 
Kami of Shintō can be described by the following statements: 
 

1) Kami can be described as a supernatural being. 

                                                           
1
 In Christianity god has no certain special location and is mostly transcendental to this world.  
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2) There are many kami. 
3) Kami aren’t eternal2. 
4) Kami can’t be considered as omnipotent. 
5) Kami can’t be considered as omniscient. 
6) Kami can’t be considered as omnipresent. 
7) It’s relatively easy for people to meet kami like another person. 
8) People can visit locations where kami stays. 
9) People can be in a relationship with kami. 
10) An outstanding person can become kami3. 

 
Kamuy of Ainu religion can be described by the following statements: 
 

1) Kamuy can be described as a supernatural being. 
2) There are many kamuy 
3) Kamuy aren’t eternal. 
4) Kamuy can’t be considered as omnipotent. 
5) Kamuy can’t be considered as omniscient. 
6) Kamuy can’t be considered as omnipresent. 
7) It’s relatively easy for people to meet kamuy like another person. 
8) People can visit locations where kamuy stays. 
9) People can be in a relationship with kamuy4. 
10) An outstanding person can become kamuy5. 

 
In the case of god and kami the set of congruent statements contains the only one statement: 
god can be described as being ~ kami can be described as being. And, thus, the degree of 
resemblance of kami and god is the following: 1/10 = 0.1.  
 
In the case of kami and kamuy the set of congruent statements contains all ten statements of 
the questionnaire and thus the degree of resemblance of kami and kamuy is 1.  
 
Such results are quite expected since the concept of kami have originated from the concept of 
kamuy.  
 
3. Some preliminary conclusions  
 
Although the method is not free from some inaccuracies, but with this method our conclusions 
about the degree of similarity of various concepts cease to be speculative. 
 
It should be noted that this method supposes the usage of a local universal set of statements 
(local questionnaire) in each case. It’s hardly possible that an ultimate universal set of 

                                                           
2
Kami appeared or were born, so they aren’t eternal. 

3
 Such practice is relatively regular in Shintō. 

4
 In Ainu mythology relationships of kamuy and people are more widely spread and are more regular practice than 

in Shintō.  
5
 Such practice isn’t as regular in Ainu religion as in Shintō, however, some kamuy, for instance Okikurmi kamuy – 

one of culture heroes of Hokkiado Ainu is supposed to have originated really existed military chiefs. 
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statements covering all themes of human existence can be created. Within one comparison 
one local universal set should be used.   
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